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Abstract— The natural ability of graphs to capture complex
relationships within a large amount of data makes graph-
based algorithms critical kernels for a wide range of data-
analytics applications. Recent processing-in-memory solutions
based on a network of 3D-stacked memory, such as Hybrid
Memory Cubes (HMCs), have been shown to be a good fit
to run graph-based algorithms. However, the communication
bandwidth of the network limits their energy and perfor-
mance efficiencies. In this work, we propose MessageFusion,
a domain-specific architecture that greatly reduces network
traffic by computing many vertex-updates at the source node,
as well as in the network. To this end, we observe that,
for many algorithms, vertex-updates need not be atomic, but
can be decomposed and computed in a distributed manner.
MessageFusion leverages a novel edge-reordering mechanism
to boost the number of partial update operations that can
be completed before reaching their destination. In addition,
to counteract the power overhead introduced by Message-
Fusion’s edge-reordering mechanism, our solution employs
module-level utilization-based, power-gating techniques. Our
experimental evaluation shows that MessageFusion achieves
a 3× energy savings over a highly-optimized processing-in-
memory solution, while also improving performance by 2.1×,
on average.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the footprint of data generated by humans and
technology keeps growing, graphs provide a great means
to organize it, thanks to their natural ability to capture
complex relationships within large datasets. Today, graphs
are the key underlying representation for many networks
and web pages, from social networks, road and traffic
maps, to neural connectivity in animal and human brains,
and internet web connectivity. Recently, computations on
large graphs have been leveraging processing-in-memory
solutions by utilizing a network of 3D-stacked memory
blocks placed above compute units, such as Hybrid Memory
Cubes (HMCs) [5]. Unfortunately, these solutions provide
limited energy benefits due to the high network traffic
incurred in communicating among the HMCs. To reduce
this traffic, several data partitioning strategies have been
proposed [20]. However, their effectiveness is hampered
by the highly-irregular structure typical of graphs. Indeed,
graphs are difficult to effectively partition when also striving
to optimize network traffic, balancing load, etc. [13]

This work is rooted in the observation that there is
potential for coalescing multiple vertex-update messages
traveling to the same destination, providing an opportunity
to reduce inter-cube traffic, which in turn reduces overall ex-
ecution time and, consequently, static energy consumption.
In addition, dynamic energy consumption is also affected
in a favorable way, as hardware resources experience lower
utilization when transferring fewer messages. To accom-
plish this goal, we must overcome a few challenges: first, it
is conventionally assumed that updates to the same vertex
are atomic, i.e., each update to a vertex should be completed
before another update to the same vertex begins. Second,
multiple vertex-update messages can be fused only if they
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reach the same location in the interconnect at approximately
the same time, a generally unlikely scenario. To increase
the opportunity window, one could use a fairly large buffer
at each interconnect router. However, this choice entails a
significant energy cost and, potentially, even a performance
cost, if messages wait to be matched for a long time.

MessageFusion, our novel domain-specific architecture
presented in this work, accomplishes precisely the goal
of reducing inter-cube traffic, by coalescing vertex-update
messages while in transit to their destination. We debunk
the atomicity requirement by observing that, when update
operations are associative and commutative, they can indeed
be decomposed into multiple partial operations, and do
not require atomic execution. We note that many popular
graph-based algorithms entail updates that satisfy these two
properties, a trait that has already been leveraged in several
other high-impact works, such as [11].

Finally, to increase the opportunity for message coalesc-
ing, MessageFusion reorganizes the work at each com-
pute node so that vertex-update messages are generated
in destination-vertex order. Traditional graph algorithm
schedulers proceed by completing all the work for one
source vertex, then emitting vertex-update messages to their
destinations, before moving on to the next source vertex.
In MessageFusion, scheduling at each node is setup so
as to emit updates from multiple sources to the same
destination in close sequence, before moving to the next
destination. This scheduling mechanism greatly enhances
the opportunities for coalescing, as messages to the same
destination are more likely to be en-route at the same time.
Note that edge-data information is commonly organized
in a source-vertex order to avoid non-sequential accesses
to this data. Thus, we deploy reordering mechanisms to
sort the edge-data structure by destination vertex offline.
For some algorithms, we also sort vertex-update messages
dynamically. To remain energy-conscious, the hardware
units that provide dynamic ordering are power-gated for
algorithms that do not benefit from it. Furthermore, we
selectively power-gate portions of the on-chip storage that
are under-utilized, as in [17].
Contributions. We make the following novel contributions:
• An architecture-level technique, called MessageFusion,
to reduce interconnect traffic in graph algorithms, by pro-
cessing a portion of vertex-updates at the source node and
within the interconnect network.
• MessageFusion boosts the opportunity to coalesce vertex-
update messages by scheduling computation in destination-
vertex order rather than the traditional source-vertex order.
• Further energy savings are attained by power-gating
techniques that are adaptive to the type of algorithm and
dataset in execution.
• We evaluated the MessageFusion architecture on a range
of graph analytics applications and found it to achieve
a 2.5× reduction in inter-cube communication, compared
to state-of-the-art processing-in-memory architectures. In
turn, this traffic reduction leads to energy savings by 3×
and improves performance by 2.1×, averaged over several978-1-7281-2954-9/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE



Fig. 1. Pseudo-code for SSSP in a vertex-centric model, comprising
three computational phases. During edge-processing, the current path-
length to a vertex (VProp.X.path) is added to the edge-length from the
vertex to an adjacent vertex (Elength). In the reduce phase, the result is
compared with the path length previously stored in the adjacent vertex
(VPropTemp.Y.path) and possibly updated. The apply phase updates vertices
with the new path length.

algorithms and datasets.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Graphs comprise a set of vertices connected by edges.
Depending on the application, vertices and edges may
represent different types of information; for instance, in a
web graph, vertices represent webpages and edges represent
hyperlinks. The key data structures used in graph datasets
are the properties of each vertex, stored in vertexProperty,
and the edge connectivity, stored in edgeArray. For instance,
vertexProperty may store the popularity index of each web-
page in a web graph. Graph-based algorithms span a wide
range of applications, an example is Single-Source Shortest-
Path (SSSP), whose goal is to compute the shortest distance
from a root vertex to all other vertices in the graph. They
are often implemented in a vertex-centric model organized
into three activities: processing the graph edges (edge-
processing phase), reducing the vertex data being generated
(reduce phase), and updating the final state of the vertex
under consideration (apply phase) [8].

In Figure 1, we provide an example of how the SSSP
algorithm can be written in the vertex-centric model. SSSP
considers each graph’s vertex, one at a time, and visits all
of its adjacent vertices. In operating on each vertex, SSSP
keeps track of the minimum length of the path from the
root vertex to the current vertex. When visiting each of
the adjacent vertices, it adds the length of the last edge
traversed (edge-processing phase) and compares it against
the minimum path length known for this adjacent vertex,
possibly updating it (reduce phase). The last phase of the
framework is the apply phase, which updates the path
length of the current vertexProperty values with the newly
computed one, whenever the new values are smaller. Note
that the reduce phase must access vertices in traversal order
to complete the comparisons, hence, it is the main source
of interconnect traffic when graph vertices are distributed
over several compute nodes.

A number of recently proposed works have leveraged
a network of HMCs for the execution of graph-based
algorithms [5], [6], [20]. These proposals place a processing
unit under each partition (vault) of the memory cube, so
that each unit enjoys energy-efficient local access to a
large data footprint. To estimate the potential benefits of
our message coalescing pursuit, we carried out a simple
analysis on an HMC model. Specifically, we simulated
Tesseract [5], a domain-specific architecture, with 16 HMCs
and 32 vaults per HMC, on an infrastructure based on
CasHMC [9] and BookSim [10]. First, we measured the
total energy consumed by the Tesseract model. Then, the
energy due to communication is measured by subtracting

Fig. 2. Energy breakdown: communication is responsible for 16% to
80% of energy consumption for many algorithms/datasets.

Fig. 3. The MessageFusion Architecture entails the deployment of two
novel hardware modules: reduce and ordering, which augment the HMC
architecture at vaults, cubes and router locations.

the computation energy, which we evaluated by setting
up an idealistic crossbar interconnect topology with no
delay in inter-cube communication. For this evaluation, we
considered several graph-based algorithms and datasets (see
Section IV). Based on our findings, presented in Figure 2,
communication is responsible for 62% of overall energy
consumption, on average. Hence, we conclude that inter-
cube communication is the primary source of energy
consumption in the execution of graph-based algorithms
on recent PIM-based solutions. This energy consumption is
mainly due to high interconnect contention and utilization.
Since message coalescing could reduce both, we carried out
further analysis on the same algorithms and datasets to find
that up to 80% of the total interconnect messages could be
eliminated under ideal coalescing conditions.

III. MESSAGEFUSION ARCHITECTURE

In light of the analysis presented, we developed a novel
architecture, called MessageFusion, based on an optimized
HMC architecture. It includes two hardware modules: re-
duce and ordering. Reduce modules are deployed along
each router and each vault: they are responsible for coalesc-
ing messages emitted by the vault or traversing the router,
whenever an opportunity arises. Ordering modules augment
each vault and the overall HMC: they sort messages emitted
by destination vertex, so as to maximize the opportunity of
coalescing during interconnect transfers. Figure 3 highlights
the deployment of these modules throughout the HMC
architecture. Below, we briefly discuss the optimized HMC
baseline, and then detail the design of the two modules.

A. Baseline architecture
Our two proposed hardware modules are deployed along-

side an HMC architecture optimized for graph processing.
Specifically, we consider the Tesseract architecture [5],
comprising HMCs of 32 vaults each. High-speed SerDes
links connect each cube to other cubes via a router. Each
vault includes a processing element (PE) and storage. The
PE is an optimized graph analytics unit implementing a
vertex-centric approach, of the types described in [8]. Each
PE includes three main units, sketched in Figure 3: edge-
processor, reduce, and apply, corresponding to the three
computation phases discussed in Figure 1. The PEs imple-
ment an efficient message-passing communication mecha-
nism, and utilize specialized messages for synchronization
at the completion of each iteration of a graph algorithm.
Figure 4 outlines the storage architecture in the baseline
design. As shown, storage is organized as three scratchpads



Fig. 4. Scratchpad memory architecture in the baseline design. The
source scratchpad stores all vertices within a partition for the current
algorithm’s iteration. Each entry holds vertex property, starting memory
address, and number of outgoing edges. The destination scratchpad is tem-
porary storage for updated vertex information. The active-list scratchpad
keeps track of the active vertices for the current iteration.

(rather than conventional caches of [5]). The first two are
called source and destination scratchpads and store vertex-
property information that is partitioned among all vaults
in the system, based on ranges of vertex-ID values. Each
entry in the source scratchpad holds the vertex property of a
vertex accessed in the current iteration, its starting memory
address and the number of outgoing edges. The destination
scratchpad temporally stores the vertex entry that is being
computed, which will be copied to the source scratchpad
at the end of the current iteration. When the entire set of
vertices does not fit in the collective source scratchpads,
graph slicing is employed [8]. The third scratchpad is an
active-list scratchpad, and it tracks the subset of vertices
that are active in each iteration [8]. Two registers support
the management of the active-list with start address location
and length of the list.

Finally, our baseline architecture includes an edge-
prefetcher as in [5] to stream the edgeArray from the local
vault’s memory. The prefetcher consults the active-list to
identify which edges to prefetch, or simply streams the
complete edgeArray for an algorithm that must process all
vertices in each iteration.

B. Distributed message coalescing
One of MessageFusion’s key contributions is enabling

a distributed approach to vertex updates. While the gen-
eral assumption by developers is that updates take place
atomically, it is indeed possible in many situations to
decompose the update operation into several incremental
updates, without affecting final outcomes. We note that this
decomposition is possible whenever the update operation
satisfies both commutative and associative properties, a
scenario common to several graph-based algorithms, for
instance, PageRank (update is a simple addition), or Single-
Source-Shortest-Path (update is a ’min’ operation, as illus-
trated in Figure 1). MessageFusion coalesces vertex-update
messages when they are emitted from the source vault, and
again while in transit in the interconnect.
Coalescing at the source vault: the reduce module de-
ployed in each vault is responsible for carrying out the
reduce operation at each vault. In addition to coalescing
updates for vertices stored in the local vault – a function
common to most state-of-the-art solutions – our reduce units
also strive to coalesce multiple messages generated within
the vault and destined to the same remote vertex. Messages
that could not be coalesced are directly injected into the
interconnect.
Coalescing in the network: once a message is injected
into the interconnect, there is an additional opportunity for
coalescing with messages from other vaults while traversing
the interconnect. Figure 5 presents a typical router aug-
mented with our reduce unit to perform such coalescing.
The reduce unit contains a comparator to match messages to
the same destination vertex, compute logic for the supported
reduce operations (e.g., adder, comparator, etc.) that are

Fig. 5. Router architecture with reduce module, which taps into all
the router’s input ports looking for opportunities to aggregate messages
among those stored at input or reduce buffers.

Fig. 6. Example of MessageFusion’s execution illustrating snapshots of
messages being coalesced at cycle 2 and again at cycle 4.

selected by configuring each message with the application’s
reduce operation type before the message is injected to the
interconnect. In addition, the reduce unit incorporates a few
reduce buffers, whose role is to extend the time window
available for finding coalescing opportunities. The reduce
unit continuously scans all router’s input ports and messages
stored in the reduce buffers, seeking to merge messages
to a same destination vertex. Note that this operation is
executed in parallel with other functions of the routers,
hence it incurs a negligible penalty in latency. Also, vertex
update messages are single-flit, thus they are transferred
through the router in a single operation, without requiring
reassembly (see Section IV). If an input message is not
matched immediately upon arrival, it is stored in one of the
reduce buffers, replacing the most stale entry, which in turn
is sent along to the destination node. Upon completion of an
iteration, the HMC vaults transmit a buffer-flush message
used to clear all reduce buffers so that all messages reach
their destination. Figure 6 presents a simple example of the
execution flow just described: two messages for vertex V4
are merged in cycle 2, and again with one more merged-
message in cycle 4. Note that the figure does not provide
the complete execution flow. It only shows the message-
coalescing events at the relevant cycles.

C. Maximizing coalescing opportunities
To support and enhance coalescing opportunities, Mes-

sageFusion strives to organize the work at each vault so that
vertex-update messages to the same vertex are generated in
close sequence. When successful in this effort, the messages
can be coalesced at the source and may find additional op-
portunities as they traverse the interconnect, as other vaults
maybe working on updates to the same vertices. To this
end, we explored two types of edge reordering techniques.
The first is an offline reordering that must be completed
only once for each dataset and simplifies per-destination
message generation. The second is an online reordering
solution, which is particularly valuable for algorithms that
update only a portion of the vertices during each iteration
of execution. For the second solution, we devised a simple
online hardware-based implementation.
Offline edge reordering. This process is very simple, in
that it reorganizes the edgeArray to be sorted by destination
vertex, rather than by the more common source vertex
ordering. An example is shown in the edgeArrays of Figure
6, cycle 0. With this ordering, vaults process all updates to



Fig. 7. Ordering hardware modules. Vault- and HMC-level ordering
modules can order messages within a pool as large as the number of
buffers they maintain. During each cycle, the module selects the message
with the minimum destination vertex ID among those stored in its buffers,
and forwards it to a downstream reduce module for potential reduction.

a same destination vertex first, then move forward to the
next, thus creating coalescing opportunities.
Runtime edge reordering. For applications that require
processing only a subset of vertices during each iteration
of the algorithm’s execution (thus they maintain an active-
list), the simple solution described above is not effective,
as accesses to the edgeArray would not benefit from any
spatial locality. Since only some of the source vertices are
considered in each iteration, the prefetcher unit becomes in-
effective (see also Section III-A). To address this challenge,
we leverage hardware ordering units, which are deployed
in each vault and each HMC. Ordering units within a vault
receive a stream of vertex-update messages and forward
them to the reduce units, after sorting them by increasing
destination vertex. Note that this sorting is only partial, as
the set of incoming messages keep changing during the
runtime ordering. In addition, we also deploy ordering units
at each HMC: these units sort the vertex-update messages
arriving from multiple vaults within the same HMC, and
output them to the local port of the associated router. Note
that HMC-level ordering units enhance MessageFusion’s
coalescing capability for all applications. The ordering
module, shown in Figure 7, comprises internal buffers
storing update messages generated during edge-processing.
The larger the number of buffers within the unit, the better
its sorting capabilities. In our implementation, we used
32 entries for HMC ordering units, and 1,024 for vault
ordering units. These units include a ‘min’ function that
extracts the message with the lowest vertex ID among those
in the buffers, and sends it to the reduce unit within the vault
(vault ordering modules) or to the router’s local port (HMC
ordering modules).
D. Selective power-gating

We employ power-gating selectively, based on algorithm
and dataset, to limit the energy impact of MessageFusion’s
reduce and ordering hardware modules. Specifically, vault
ordering modules are only useful for algorithms that main-
tain an active-list (e.g., PageRank), thus they are power-
gated when running all other algorithms.

Moreover, input dataset’s size drives scratchpad’s uti-
lization. The scratchpad size in our experimental setup
(see Section IV) matches the storage size of several recent
works [6], [8]. These scratchpads have low utilization when
running most datasets. Indeed, utilization is less than 50%
for over 85% of real-world datasets from [15]. In other
words, for many datasets, a large portion of the scratchpad
can be turned off using the Gated-Vdd technique [17]. We
leverage the number of vertices of the dataset to estimate
the size of the scratchpad portion that can be turned off.
The technique entails negligible impact in storage access
time and area of the scratchpads [17].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup
We modeled the optimized Tesseract baseline using an

in-house cycle-accurate simulator. To model the HMC, we

TABLE I
GRAPH ALGORITHMS EVALUATED.

name description msg size reduce op active-list
PR page rank 8 bytes fp addition no
BFS breadth traversal 4 bytes unsigned comp yes
CC # conn components 4 bytes unsigned comp yes
SSSP shortest path length 4 bytes unsigned comp yes
SpMV sparse multiplication 4 bytes signed add no

TABLE II
GRAPH DATASETS CONSIDERED IN OUR EVALUATION.

name description #vertices #edges degree reference
WV wikiVote 7.1K 103.7K 14.6 [15]
SD Slashdot0811 82.2K 1M 11.5 [15]
PK Pokec 1.6M 30.6M 18.8 [15]
LJ LiveJournal1 4.8M 69.0M 14.2 [15]
OK Orkut 3.1M 117.2M 38.1 [15]
CA roadNet-CA 2M 2.8M 1.4 [15]
USA westUSA 6.3M 15.2M 2.4 [1]
synth synthetic power law 100K-5M 400K-190M 4-38 [15]

used CasHMC [9], a cycle accurate HMC simulator, set up
with 16 8GB HMCs interconnected with a scalable network
architecture modeled in BookSim [10], as discussed in [14].
The interconnect has 128-bit links and 5-stage pipelined
routers with 3 virtual channels. We considered both drag-
onfly and 2D mesh network topologies. The dragonfly
topology is configured with 255 input buffers, whereas the
2D mesh topology is set with 8 input buffers. Four high-
speed SerDes links connect each HMC to the interconnect.
Each HMC comprises 8 DRAM dies stacked on top of
each other and partitioned into 32 vaults, with each vault
providing 16 GB/s of internal memory bandwidth, for a total
bandwidth of 8 TB/s available to the processing elements
(PE). Each PE is equipped with a 1KB prefetcher to stream
edge data. In addition, source scratchpads are 128KB,
destination scratchpads are 64KB, and active-list storage is
32KB. To model MessageFusion, we then augmented each
router and vault with a reduce module. Reduce modules
within each vault coalesce messages locally, and thus have
a buffer size of 1. Reduce modules in the routers have
a buffer size equal to the total number of HMCs. The
ordering module in each vault performs 1,024 comparisons
per cycle, while the ordering module in each HMC provides
32 comparisons.
Area, power, and energy modeling. We modeled the
scratchpads with Cacti [19] and the interconnect with
ORION 3.0 [12], assuming a 45nm technology node. We
also synthesized MessageFusion’s logic (PE and ordering
logic) in IBM 45nm SOI technology at 1GHz. We refer
to prior works for estimation of the logic layer, including
the SerDes links, and the DRAM layers of the HMC [5],
[18]. The SerDes links consume the same power whether
they are idle or in active states [18]. To quantify overall
energy consumption, we considered both static power and
per-access energy for each hardware module, which we
combined with execution time and module’s utilization,
obtained from the cycle-accurate simulator.

B. Graph workloads
We considered several popular graph algorithms, dis-

cussed below. PageRank (PR) iteratively calculates pop-
ularity value of each vertex until convergence. Breadth-
First Search (BFS) traverses a graph in a breadth-first
manner, starting from a root node, and assigning a parent to
each reachable vertex. Connected Components (CC) in an
undirected graph, finds all subgraphs such that all vertices
within a subgraph can reach one another and there are no
paths between vertices belonging to different subgraphs.



Fig. 8. Energy savings enabled by MessageFusion over Tesseract on
2D mesh (3.1× on average) and on dragonfly (2.9× on average).

Single-Source Shortest-Path (SSSP) computes the shortest
distance from root vertex to each vertex in the graph.
Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV) determines the
scalar product of a sparse matrix (edge-weight value) and
a dense vector (vertex property data). Table I provides
key characteristics for these algorithms. We evaluated these
algorithms on seven real-world datasets, representative of
medium to large graphs, and additional synthetic graphs of
different size and degree (edge-to-vertex ratio). In Table II,
we report their size in vertices and edges, their degree, and
the source reference for the dataset.

C. Results analysis
Energy. Figure 8 presents the overall energy benefit of
MessageFusion compared to Tesseract, on 2D mesh and
dragonfly topologies. As shown, MessageFusion achieves a
3× energy reduction on average for both topologies. Mes-
sageFusion’s main source of energy saving lies in its ability
to coalesce messages within each vault, as well as in the
routers. This property minimizes inter-cube communication
bottlenecks typical of Tesseract, reducing execution time
and network utilization, and consequently reducing overall
energy consumption. PR and SpMV enable relatively better
energy benefits because they process all vertices in each
iteration. Hence, an offline reordering algorithm is sufficient
to order edges so as to maximize coalescing opportunities,
and its energy cost is amortized over all runs of the
same dataset [21]. BFS, SSSP, and CC attain lower energy
savings because they maintain an active-list to process a
different subset of vertices at each iteration. As a result,
our limited-size ordering module (the module can order at
most 1,024 at a time) is relatively ineffective. All of the
above algorithms are executed on the baseline solution with
the edgeArray in source-order. Executing the algorithms on
the baseline with the graphs reordered in destination-order
consumes higher energy (by a factor of 1.2×). This result
is because destination-order vertex update messages exac-
erbate network contention in the baseline. MessageFusion’s
reduce modules alone alleviate this network contention, and
manage to achieve a 1.2× energy reduction.

We note that energy savings are generally dataset-size-
independent, but highly sensitive to the graph’s degree.
Indeed, we analyzed the energy saving profile of road-
network graphs (CA and USA), which have notoriously low
degrees: MessageFusion achieves only 1.3× energy savings
for these datasets. This limited benefit is due to the many
fewer coalescing opportunities that these graphs present.
Message reduction. To gain insights on MessageFusion’s
effectiveness, Figure 9 reports the number of messages
crossing each router in both MessageFusion and Tesseract,
showing that MessageFusion enables a 45% reduction.
Further analysis reveals that almost 50% of the messages to
remote HMCs are coalesced at the source vault, while 30%
of coalescing takes place in the network. MessageFusion’s

Fig. 9. Number of messages delivered with 2D mesh and dragonfly,
showing a reduction by 2.5× over the baseline.

Fig. 10. Breakdown of energy savings: for most graphs, the key
contributor is static energy, due to MessageFusion’s performance speedup.

ability to reduce interconnect traffic is the lead factor in its
energy savings.
Energy savings analysis. Figure 10 presents a breakdown
of the sources of energy savings in MessageFusion. A
primary source is the shorter execution time due to message
coalescing, which alone contributes a factor of 2×, on
average. In addition, power-gating unused storage entries
is significantly beneficial for small datasets, which under-
utilize available storage. Power-gating the vault ordering
modules provides some benefit for algorithms with no
active-list. Finally, the benefit of coalescing on network
utilization is negligible. A major source of the remaining
energy costs, not shown in the plot, is the use of the
SerDes links (60% of the remaining energy spent in exe-
cution). Since MesssageFusion reduces the activity through
this component significantly, future works may explore a
selective disabling of these links [18].
Performance. Figure 11 presents the speedup achieved by
MessageFusion over Tesseract. MessageFusion provides a
2.1× speedup on average, primarily because it reduces inter-
cube traffic by coalescing messages within each vault, as
well as in the network.

D. Sensitivity studies
Input graph size and degree. To evaluate in depth the
impact of graphs’ size and degree on MessageFusion, we
generated synthetic graphs using a tool from [15]. The
degree and number of vertices of the graphs generated are
reported in Figure 12. The number of edges for those graphs
is the number of vertices times the degree. As shown in
the Figure, MessageFusion’s energy benefit increases with
a graph’s degree, whereas it decreases with a graph’s size,
mainly due to increasing storage utilization.
Router resources. While a single-entry reduce buffer
suffices at each vault, since messages are ordered by
destination-vertex, router buffers require more entries as
messages come from different cubes. To this end, we

Fig. 11. Performance improvement over the Tesseract baseline is 2.1x
on average.



Fig. 12. Sensitivity to input graph size and degree showing that energy
savings improve with higher degrees, but degrade with larger graph sizes.
The analysis is carried out for PR.

evaluated a range of buffer sizes for a router’s reduce
module: 8, 16, and 32 entries. 16-entry was an optimal
choice over the evaluated algorithms and datasets, providing
a 1.2× improvement over the 8-entry solution, and on par
with the 32-entry one. Consequently, we used this value
in all of the other experiments. With a 16-entry reduce
buffer, the average opportunity window for coalescing is
175 clock cycles. Note that this latency does not affect
overall performance, as the workloads are not latency sen-
sitive. In addition, we evaluated the effect of re-purposing
the reduce buffers for Tesseract’s input buffers, and found
only a negligible benefit. We also considered increasing the
number of virtual channels (3, 6, 12) at the routers for both
Tesseract and MessageFusion: the relative energy benefit
of MessageFusion over Tesseract holds at 3× across these
different virtual-channel configurations.
Number of cubes. Tesseract is shown to be highly scalable
with the number of cubes [5]. Our evaluation indicates that
MessageFusion maintains this scalability. As a data point,
when quadrupling the number of cubes, MessageFusion’s
benefit slightly improves from 3× to 3.7×, on average.

E. Area, power and thermal analysis
Assuming that the logic die in the HMC architecture

occupies as much as the same area as the DRAM die
(226 mm2 as reported in [5]), the baseline Tesseract design
occupies 10% of the logic die, while MessageFusion takes
an additional 3.1%, for a total of 13.1% of the available
area. MessageFusion increases the power consumption by
a maximum of 2.5%, leading to a power density of 124
mW/mm2, which is still under the thermal constraint (133
mW/mm2) reported in [5].

V. RELATED WORK

Graph analytics architectures. Recently, several graph-
specific architectures have been proposed. Tesseract [5]
relies on 3D-stacked memory to benefit from its high band-
width, GraphP [20] proposes a graph partitioning strategy to
improve the inter-cube communication of Tesseract, while
trading its vertex programming model as well as incur-
ring additional memory overhead. OMEGA [3] proposes
a memory subsystem optimization. In Table III, we present
a comparison of MessageFusion with these architectures.
MessageFusion improves over these architectures primarily
because it coalesces messages while they are in transit.
It performs coalescing locally at each vault as well as in
the network’s routers. Its ability to reduce the number of
messages flowing through the network is the key reason
for its significant improvement over prior works. While
doing so, it still maintains the widely accepted vertex-
centric model and is independent of partitioning strategies.
Graph analytics on CPUs and Vector platforms. Several
works have been proposed to reduce the energy of graph
analytics on CPUs [21] and vector platforms [16]. However,
these works do not take advantage of the high internal
bandwidth provided by 3D-stacked memories.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SEVERAL GRAPH ANALYTICS ARCHITECTURES.

Tesseract [5] GraphP [20] OMEGA [3] MessageFusion
programming vtx-centric 2-phase upd. vtx-centric vtx-centric
update location remote local remote on-path
partitioning flexible source-cut flexible flexible
preprocessing none source-cut reorder slice & reorder
communication word-size source-cut word-size coalesce
memory type PIM PIM DDR PIM

On-path message coalescing. On-path message coalescing
has been explored in single-node systems to reduce traffic
due to cache coherence [4], atomic-operations [7], and
key-value data in MapReduce applications [2]. However,
extending these solutions for graph analytics is nontrivial.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

MessageFusion is a specialized solution for graph analyt-
ics based on a novel hardware mechanism to coalesce vertex
update messages as they transit to their destination node,
hence mitigating the interconnect bandwidth bottleneck of
recent domain-specific architectures. MessageFusion max-
imizes message-coalescing opportunities by relying on a
novel runtime edge-reordering mechanism specific to this
goal. As a result, MessageFusion reduces the number of
messages traversing the interconnect by a factor of 2.5
on average, achieving a 3× reduction in energy cost, and
a 2.1× boost in performance, over a highly-optimized
processing-in-memory solution.
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